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THE FIRST THREE YEARS OF RADIOACTIVITYTHE CONSEQUENCES OF THE DISCOVERIESOF POLONIUM AND RADIUM�Andrzej Kajetan WróblewskiInstitute of Experimental Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived November 12, 1998)Natural radioativity was disovered by Henri Bequerel in February,1896, but for over two years it remained on the periphery of interest ofphysiists. It was the researh by Maria Skªodowska-Curie and then alsoby her husband Pierre in 1898 that began a new era in physis.1. Aidental disoveryIt is known that radioativity of uranium was disovered by aident,as a onsequene of the disovery of X-rays by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen.After publiation of Röntgen's paper on Deember 28, 1895, the whole worldbeame fasinated by extraordinary properties of the new rays. They beamethe subjet of disussion in all irles.At the meeting of the Aademy of Sienes in Paris on January 20, 1895,Henri Poinaré desribed Röntgen's disovery [1℄ and proposed a hypothesisthat emission of X-rays ould be related to phosphoresene, or delayedemission of light by a substane after its exposure to light [2℄.Henri Bequerel, who was present at the meeting, deided to hek ex-perimentally Poinaré's hypothesis. As he later said in his Nobel leture [3℄:�At the beginning of 1896, on the very day that news reahed Paris of Rönt-gen's experiments and of the extraordinary properties of the rays emittedby the phosphoresent walls of the Crookes tubes, I thought of arrying outresearh to see whether all phosphoresent material emitted similar rays.The results of the experiment did not justify this idea, but in this researhI enountered an unexpeted phenomenon.�� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1179)



1180 A.K. WróblewskiBequerel had in his laboratory a sample of double sulphate of ura-nium and potassium, K2[UO2(SO4)2℄ (H2O2), well known for its propertyof phosphoresene. He exposed it to sunlight and then heked that itaused blakening of a photographi plate wrapped in a blak paper. OnFebruary 24 Bequerel presented this result [4℄ to the Aademy of Sienes,onvined that Poinaré's hypothesis was on�rmed.He, nevertheless, ontinued experiments. Meanwhile, the weather inParis hanged and the sun was seldom visible. Waiting for weather improve-ment Bequerel kept the little exposed mineral and the plate in a drawer.After a few days he deided to develop the plate and found, to his surprise,that it was muh blakened. He understood that his previous onlusionwas inorret and announed at the next meeting of the Aademy of Si-enes on February 2 that the uranium mineral emitted unknown penetratingradiation by itself [5℄:�I partiularly insist on the following fat, whih appears to me exeed-ingly important and not in aord with the phenomena whih one mightexpet to observe: the same enrusted rystals plaed with respet to thephotographi plates in the same onditions and ating through the samesreens, but proteted from the exitation of inident rays and kept in thedark, still produe the same photographi e�ets. I may relate now how Iwas led to make this observation: among the preeding experiments somehad been ready on Wednesday the 26th and Thursday the 27th of Februaryand as on those days the sun only showed itself intermittently I kept my ar-rangements all prepared and put bak the holders in the dark in the drawerof the ase, and left in plae the rusts of uranium salt. Sine the sun didnot show itself again for several days I developed the photographi plates onthe 1st of Marh, expeting to �nd the images very feeble. The silhouettesappeared on the ontrary with great intensity. I at one thought that theation might be able to go on in the dark.�Thus, an erroneous hypothesis and bad weather in Paris led Bequerelto disovery, whih later brought him the Nobel prize in physis. The newsabout the new rays spread rapidly around the world. As reported in �Nature�of Marh 12, 1896 [6℄:�The urious result has been obtained that although the plate-holderand the uranium salt are not exposed to the light, but kept inside a woodenor ardboard box, the photographi plate shows the same images as whenthe salt is exposed to light. The author rather tentatively suggests thatthe uranium salt may ontinue to emit phosphoresene radiation that isinvisible to the eye, but whih is apable of traversing paper and aluminiumfor a time in�nitely great ompared with the time during whih it ontinuesto emit visible light.�



The First Three Years of Radioativity : : : 11812. Bequerel or Niepe de St. Vitor?Let us go bak to the irumstanes of Bequerel's disovery. As it wasmentioned above, there was very bad weather in Paris in the last weekof February, 1896. Bequerel's photographi plates wrapped in paper andprepared for exposure to sun rays were kept in his drawer. Neverthelesson Marh 1 Bequerel deided to rush to his laboratory and develop theunexposed plates. Now, Marh 1 was a Sunday! What prompted Bequerelto perform suh a senseless operation instead of spending time at home withhis family ?It had been known, that in 1867 another Frenhman, Claude Niepe deSaint-Vitor, one of the pioneers of photography, notied that luminesenturanium salts ould ause some �fogging� of photographi plates even ifthere were several sheets of paper between the salts and the plates. He didnot follow up this observation but desribed it in several papers. It wasalso mentioned in a book [7℄ published in 1868 by Henri's father, EdmondBequerel, who was an eminent physiist. At the time when the book waspublished Henri Bequerel was only 16 years old but he must have readhis father's book later. It is therefore quite ertain that he had informationabout Niepe's observation. Nevertheless, Niepe's name was not mentionedin any of Bequerel's papers on uranium radiation. This fat did not esapeattention of other sientists. For example, in a 1899 aount of �Bequerelrays� by Charles-Édouard Guillaume (who later won the 1920 Nobel Prizefor physis) it was said that their penetrating property had been �rst seenby Niepe �whose work was forgotten� [8℄ and then seen again by Bequerel,who studied them in more detail.Bequerel found it neessary to defend himself. In his book [9℄ publishedin 1903 he disussed the essene of Niepe's experiments and tried to provethat it was only the hemial e�et of uranium salts on the plates whih wasseen in 1867. However, he said nothing on whether remembrane of Niepe'swork ould have prompted his unommon ation on Marh 1, 1896.From the present perspetive there ould be no doubt that Henri Be-querel was the true disoverer of radioativity. While Niepe de Saint-Vitorsuspeted that the �fogging� of photographi plates was somehow related toluminesene, he did not try to hek this supposition by further experimentsnor seemed to be muh surprised by the fat that light ould penetrate thepaper. Bequerel, who was a �rst lass sientist, performed a series of well-planned experiments in whih he systematially studied various propertiesof the new type of radiation. Although, as we shall see below, some of hisresults obtained in 1896 were erroneous, there is little reason to diminishhis glory. Nevertheless, Niepe de Saint-Vitor is still being mentioned inonnetion with Bequerel's disovery [10℄.



1182 A.K. Wróblewski3. Bequerel's ruial mistakeAfter the announement made on Marh 2, 1896, Bequerel deided tostudy the newly disovered radiation in more detail. He presented the resultsof his studies at three meetings of the Aademy of Siene in Marh 1896.Firstly, on Marh 9, he announed that the rays emitted by the doublesulphate of uranium and potassium kept in darkness for a few days areapable of disharging an eletrosope after passing through a 2 mm thikaluminium plate. He found also that the invisible radiation may be re�etedand refrated [11℄.Bequerel onsequently used photographi plates. He put uranium salton a wrapped plate and mounted polished steel mirror over one half of theplate. After 55 hours of exposure the blakening of the two halves of theplate was learly di�erent, whih onvined Bequerel that uranium raysunderwent re�etion by the mirror. In the next experiment he obtainedsimilar result with a spherial mirror. To study the refration of uraniumrays a rown glass prism was used. It overed one end of a bell-shaped glasstube whih was �lled with uranium nitrate and had a photographi plate atthe other end. Again, after a three day exposure Bequerel notied an e�etof refration similar to that for visible light. In the following ontribution, onMarh 23 he presented more detailed results on the ionizing power of the newrays. On omparing the rate of disharge of a gold leaf eletrosope by theradiation from the potassium uranyl sulphate rystal and from a Crookes'tube, the e�et of the tube was found to be over one hundred times greaterthan that of the rystal [12℄.On Marh 30 Bequerel announed [13℄ that the rays emitted by uraniumsalts are doubly refrated by a tourmaline, a parallel experiment with aCrookes' tube giving a negative result. This time he used a 0.5 m thiktourmaline piee with its faes parallel to the optial axis. The plate wasthen ut into two piees, whih were put on the wrapped plate suh thatthe axes of the two were perpendiular to eah other. Another tourmalineplate also ut parallel to the optial axis was laid on top of the �rst two insuh a way that its axis was parallel to the axis of one of the piees andperpendiular to that of the other. The photographi plate was apparentlyblakened di�erently in the parts under the two tourmaline piees whihBequerel interpreted as due to double refration and polarisation of theuranium rays.Bequerel's experiments were arefully planned and performed but weknow now that the results obtained by unreliable method of estimating theblakening of photographi plate were inorret and aused derease of in-terest in the new rays. Bequerel was well known and respeted physiistso that his results were never put in doubt. The uranium rays appeared to



The First Three Years of Radioativity : : : 1183have �normal� properties, similar to that of ordinary light, hene they wereregarded as better known that mysterious X-rays. At the �ve meetings ofthe Aademy of Sienes in Marh 1896 there were more than 30 reportson X-rays and in this �ood of reports the ommuniations by Bequerel onuranium radiation ould not ause great exitement.Summary on the new rays in the middle of 1896(unhanged until the spring of 1898)Property Röntgen Uraniumrays raysPenetration throughpaper and aluminium Yes YesPenetration throughheavier metals No NoAtion onphotographi plates Yes YesIonization of air Yes YesRe�etion No Yes�Refration No Yes�Polarisation No Yes�Nature ? Very shortether waves�Erroneous Bequerel's results of Marh, 18964. A �ood of `new rays'There were also other reasons. The new �eld of invisible penetratingradiation attrated many researhers, some of them asual, who greatlyontributed to the onfusion by �disovering� great many imagined emis-sions and emitters. Thus, on January 27, hene before Bequerel's �rst noteon uranium rays, Frenh physiian Gustave Le Bon ommuniated to theAademy of Sienes his disovery of �blak light� (lumiére noire) [14℄. Hemaintained that an ordinary para�n lamp emits speial radiation, whihan penetrate through metalli plates. Le Bon plaed a photographi plateunder a lead or iron over and after three hour exposure obtained an image



1184 A.K. Wróblewski�whih was nearly as vigorous as if no obstale had been interposed betweenthe light and the plate�. On February 3 Le Bon presented another reporton photography with lumiére noire [15℄. This time he arefully eliminatedpossible in�uene of heat and light ondensed in metal plates. During thesame session G.H. Niewenglowski reported that he suessfully repeated LeBon's experiments in total darkness (that is without any light soure!) whihseemed to indiate that the images on a photographi plate were due to ra-diation energy ondensed in metals. Aording to G. Moreau it was possibleto obtain an image on a plate losed in a box put near an ordinary indutionoil (without the Crookes' tube). On February 10 Charles Henry reportedresults of his experiments with zin sulphide whih seemed to make metalstransparent to X-rays. On Marh 9 Troost on�rmed that zin sulphideould produe photographi images as lear as those produed by X-raysfrom the Crookes' tube.Aording to the reports from the United States at the end of Februarya ertain dr. A. Mau sueeded in obtaining a photograph of a key, overedby a board, by �ve hours exposure to diret sunlight. Another Amerian,S. Egbert, stated that he demonstrated the ation of X-rays through platesof platinum from ordinary sunlight. These false results were orreted after afew months but meanwhile many people tended to �see� everywhere souresof radiation, apable of penetrating overs whih stopped ordinary light.Other researhers �disovered� even more exoti soures of invisible pen-etrating radiations. It is enough to mention that, for example, professor ofeletrial engineering at the Alabama Polytehni Institute, A.F. M Kissik,inluded even sugar and halk in his list of �ative emitters�. Wilhelm Arnoldin Erlangen announed that Bequerel rays were emitted by zin sulphate,�uorite, various mixtures of sulphates and tungstenites, even by the or-gani ompound retene (C18H18). Reports presented at the meetings of theAademy of Sienes in Paris on�rmed Le Bon's disovery. On Marh 16Ellinger reported on suessful repetition of all experiments with �lumiérenoire�. On May 11 Le Bon reported a sensational �nding that �lumiérenoire� ould be onentrated in metal plates. Suh plates exposed for anhour to the light of eletri ar were then used to over photographi plates.Pitures produed in these plates were, aording to Le Bon, due to �lumiérenoire� onentrated earlier in a metal.In this atmosphere of interest in X-rays and numerous reports of manyother soures of penetrating radiation there was little interest in the nextreport by Bequerel [16℄, who reported on May 23 that also metalli uraniumemitted penetrating radiation, four times more intense than that from itssalts.But on July 6 Colson reported to the Aademy of Sienes that also zinwith arefully leaned surfae was apable to in�uene photographi plates



The First Three Years of Radioativity : : : 1185and on July 13 Pellat reported similar �nding for steel. Colson attributed theresult to metal vapour, whereas Pellat � remembering Bequerel's resultsfor metalli uranium � onluded that it might be a property of metalsin general. On August 24 Henry reported that even light emitted by glow-worms ould penetrate blak paper. It was on�rmed soon by Muraoka inKyoto.It took quite some time before the erroneous results were orreted. Forexample, Muraoka withdrew his results on glow-worms only in Marh 1898,and Le Bon still disussed �lumiére noire� in 1900 [17℄.In the Rede Leture �The Röntgen Rays� given at Cambridge Universityon June 10, 1896, John Joseph Thomson said [18℄: �Sine the disovery ofthe Röntgen Rays, Bequerel has disovered a new kind of light, whih in itsproperties resembles the Röntgen rays more losely than any kind of lighthitherto known : : : Bequerel has shown that the radiation from the uraniumsalts an be polarised, so that it is undoubtedly light: it an also be refrated.It forms a link between the Röntgen rays and ordinary light, it resembles theRöntgen rays in its photographi ation, in power of penetrating substanesopaque to ordinary light, and in the harateristi eletrial e�et, while itresembles ordinary light in its apaity for polarisation, in its liability torefration : : :The radiation from the uranium salts is of speial interest from anotherpoint of view. Sir George Stokes has shown that in the ase of phosphores-ene aused by sunlight or the ar lamp, the light emitted by the phospho-resent body is of longer wave-length than the light ausing the phosphores-ene; in the ase, however, of the phosphoresene disovered by Bequerel,the light emitted is of shorter wave-length than the inident light : : :�5. Bequerel leaves the `uninteresting' �eldMeanwhile in August, 1896, Pieter Zeeman in Leyden disovered splittingof spetral lines in the magneti �eld. Many physiists, inluding Bequerel,onentrated their attention on this long awaited onnetion between mag-netism and light. Bequerel read his papers on Zeeman e�et and Faradaye�et at the meetings of the Aademy of Sienes on November 8, 1897,January 17, April 4, July 4, Otober 31 and Deember 20, 1898, and onJanuary 16, 1899.While Bequerel in fat stopped working on seemingly little appealingproblem of uranium radiation, he nevertheless published three more shortnotes on its properties on November 23, 1896 [19℄, Marh 1 [20℄ and April12, 1897 [21℄. In the last note he announed that the ativity of the uraniumsalt did not hange measurably during one year of study. But he was almostalone in the study of uranium rays whih were generally regarded to be muh



1186 A.K. Wróblewskiless fasinating subjet than the X-rays. It is enough to say that in 1896alone there were over 1000 papers and 50 books and booklets published onX-rays and only about 20 papers on uranium rays [22℄.The next Bequerel's paper on radioativity was read on Marh 27, 1899,a year after the �rst paper of Maria Skªodowska-Curie and several monthsafter the disovery of polonium and radium. In the period between May1896 and the spring of 1898 there was indeed rather little progress in thestudy of Bequerel rays.The views of sientists at that period are well haraterised in a shortpassage from the book by Warsaw University professor Wiktor Biernaki[23℄. The book was published in Warsaw in the middle of 1898, thus it hadbeen written muh earlier, probably at the time when Maria Skªodowska-Curie deided to study uranium rays:�Bequerel disovered that uranium salts were apable of emitting invis-ible rays whih an penetrate aluminium and blak paper impenetrable tolight, and di�use eletri harges. Similarly to phosphoresent bodies whihafter exposure to light may shine up to several hours, so uranium salts sendo� these invisible rays but for muh longer period of time. Some physiistsall it hyperphosphoresene. Pure metalli uranium ats even stronger.Many other substanes were found, e.g. zin sulphate, alium sulphate et,whih emitted similar invisible rays. All these bodies are normally phospho-resent, but then, after they stop emitting visible light, still send o� theseinvisible rays of properties similar to those of Röntgen rays. All these in-visible rays are alled Bequerel rays. They all di�use eletri harges butare absorbed in air even stronger than Röntgen rays. Bequerel also provedthat these rays might be re�eted, refrated and polarised : : :Glow-worms also emit similar rays, whih an pass through aluminiumand even thin opper sheets. Again, similar to Bequerel rays, they undergore�etion, refration, and polarisation.Eah day brings new disoveries in this �eld. The number of substanesapable of emitting rays hitherto unknown is steadily growing. Some of thesesubstanes are phosphoresent in visible and invisible light (i.e. hyperphos-phoresent) and some other sent o� only invisible rays of properties similarto those of Röntgen rays.If we agree to treat X-rays as transverse vibrations of the ether, thenthe same may be aepted with even greater ertainty for Bequerel andsimilar rays. But sine they may be re�eted, refrated and polarised, theirproperties are loser to visible light than to X rays, so that we should treatthem as waves of the length between ultraviolet rays and X rays.�Detailed desription of X-rays �lled few dozen pages in Biernaki's book,while Bequerel rays were treated only shortly, and as we know now, most ofthe information onerning their properties was inorret. Other physiists
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1188 A.K. Wróblewskiwere of similar opinion. Let us quote for example a few sentenes from areview paper by Osar M. Stewart of Cornell University published in April,1898 [24℄:�Bequerel rays oupy a unique position, inasmuh as far more is de�-nitely known about them than any of the other `new' �rays�. With X-raysnothing has been proven one way or the other about their harater, savethat if they are ultra-violet rays their wave-length must be extremely small,so small that the refrative index for nearly all bodies is pratially unity.With the rays of Bequerel there an be no reasonable doubt that they areshort transverse ether waves.�6. Enter Maria Skªodowska-CurieIt is di�ult to say how the history would be shaped if it were notfor Maria Skªodowska-Curie who deided at the end of 1897 to study the�uninteresting� subjet of uranium radiation. She just ompleted her studyof magnetism of tempered steel; if she ontinued this applied researh hername would probably never be widely known.Maria's �rst independent study of radioativity [25℄ � the term sheherself proposed � was a real break with the past. Firstly, she applieda preise and sensitive eletrometer, muh more reliable than the photo-graphi method whih gave qualitative, non-repeatable and often erroneousresults beause of the quality of then manufatured plates. Seondly, shedeided to perform a systemati study of all available minerals, roks andother substanes. This at one resulted in a breakthrough, beause it wasfound that the intensity of radiation from various uranium minerals wasnot proportional to the amount of uranium they ontained. This led MariaSkªodowska-Curie to hypothesise on the existene of a new unknown radioa-tive element. Thanks to her systemati studies she disovered radioativityof thorium. It was disovered independently by German physiist GerhardtShmidt [26℄. He used a photographi method similar to that of Bequereland found that thorium rays an be refrated and re�eted (di�used) butnot polarised.Here is an exerpt of Maria Skªodowska-Curie's paper [25℄: �I have stud-ied the ondutivity of air under the in�uene of the rays from uranium,disovered by Mr. Bequerel, and I have sought whether any other bod-ies than those omposed of uranium are able to render air a ondutor ofeletriity. I used for this study a plate ondenser; one of the plates wasovered with a uniform layer of uranium or another substane pulverised.A di�erene of potential of 100 Volts was established between the plates.The urrent, whih passed through the ondenser, was measured in absolutevalue by means of an eletrometer and a piezo-eletri quartz.



The First Three Years of Radioativity : : : 1189I have examined a great number of metals, salts, oxides and minerals : : :All the ompounds of uranium studied are very ative and they are, ingeneral, the more ative the more uranium they ontain. The ompounds ofthorium are very ative. The oxide of thorium even exeeds metalli thoriumin ativity. It should be noted that two most ative elements, uranium andthorium, are those whih have the greatest atomi weight : : :Two ores of uranium, pithblende (uranium oxide) and halolite (phos-phate of opper and uranium) are muh more ative than uranium itself.This fat is very remarkable and leads to the belief that these minerals mayontain an element muh more ative than uranium : : : To interpret thespontaneous radiation of uranium and thorium one might imagine that allspae is onstantly traversed by rays analogous to Röntgen rays but muhmore penetrating and able to be absorbed only by ertain elements of highatomi weight, suh as uranium and thorium.�7. Disovery of polonium�It appeared that the results of my work were so interesting that PierreCurie put aside his urrent researh and joined me in the e�ort to extratand study new radioative substanes� � wrote Maria Skªodowska-Curie inthe introdution to her dotoral dissertation [27℄.Thus, it was the �rst paper of Maria Skªodowska-Curie published in May1898, whih again onentrated the interest of researhers on Bequerel rays.In July of that year Maria and Pierre Curie announed the disovery of a newradioative element [28℄: �Certain minerals ontaining uranium and thorium(pithblende, halolite, uranite) are very ative from the point of view ofemission of Bequerel rays. In earlier work, one of us has shown that theirativity is even greater than that of uranium and thorium, and has made thestatement that this e�et must be due to some other very ative substaneontained in a very small quantity in these minerals : : :We believe therefore that the substane, whih we have reovered frompithblende ontains a metal not yet desribed, related to bismuth in itsanalytial properties. If the existene of this new metal is on�rmed, wepropose to all it polonium, after the native ountry of one of us.�8. William Crookes remains septialWilliam Crookes, then President of the British Assoiation for the Ad-vanement of Siene whih had a meeting in Bristol in September 1898,presented an address in whih he only brie�y mentioned radioativity. Itwas lear from his words that he treated radioativity to be a marginalsubjet ompared with X-rays [29℄:



1190 A.K. WróblewskiSummary on the new rays in the spring of 1898Property Röntgen Uranium Thoriumrays rays raysPenetration throughpaper and aluminium Yes Yes YesPenetration throughheavier metals No No NoAtion onphotographi plates Yes Yes YesIonization of air Yes Yes YesRe�etion No Yes� Yes(?)��Refration No Yes� Yes��Polarisation No Yes� No��Nature ? Very short ?ether waves�Erroneous Bequerel's results of Marh, 1896��Shmidt's results of February, 1898�No other soure for Röntgen rays but the Crookes tube has yet beendisovered, but rays of kindred sorts are reognised. The Bequerel rays,emitted by uranium and its ompounds, have now found their ompanionsin rays � disovered almost simultaneously by Curie and Shmidt � emittedby thorium and its ompounds. The thorium rays a�et photographi platesthrough sreens of paper or aluminium, and are absorbed by metals andother dense bodies. They ionise the air, making it an eletrial ondutor;and they an be refrated and probably re�eted, at least di�usively. Unlikeuranium rays, they are not polarised by transmission through tourmaline,therefore resembling in this respet the Röntgen rays.Quite reently M. and Mdme. Curie have announed a disovery whih,if on�rmed, annot fail to assist the investigation of this obsure branh ofphysis. They have brought to notie a new onstituent of uranium min-eral pithblende, whih in a 400-fold degree possesses uranium's mysteriouspower of emitting a form of energy apable of impressing a photographiplate and of disharging eletriity by rendering air a ondutor. It alsoappears that the radiant ativity of the new body, to whih the disoverers



The First Three Years of Radioativity : : : 1191have given the name of Polonium, needs neither the exitation of light northe stimulus of eletriity; like uranium, it draws its energy from some on-stantly regenerating and hitherto unsuspeted store, exhaustless in amount: : :�Crookes alled polonium a �body� and not an element, although in an-other part of his address he disussed in detail the disoveries of krypton,neon and metaargon (now alled xenon), and also �monium� whih he him-self disovered and whih later proved to be just a mixture of two alreadyknown elements. But he gave some attention to the problem of energy sourefor uranium and thorium rays. He proposed a hypothesis that these heavyelements might absorb energy from the fastest air moleules.�The redution of the speed of the quik moving moleules would oolthe layer of air to whih they belong; but this ooling would rapidly beompensated by radiation and ondution from the surrounding atmosphere;under ordinary irumstanes the di�erene of temperature would sarelybe pereptible, and the uranium would thus appear to perpetually emit raysof energy with no apparent means of restoration.The total energy of both the translational and internal motions of themoleules loked up in quiesent air at ordinary pressure and temperature isabout 140000 foot-pounds in eah ubi yard of air. Aordingly the quietair within a room 12 feet high, 18 feet wide, and 22 feet long ontains energyenough to propel a one-horse engine by more than twelve hours. The storedrawn upon naturally by uranium and other heavy atoms only awaits thetouh of the magi wand of siene to enable the twentieth entury to astinto the shade the marvels of the nineteenth.�In the end of 1898 German physiists Julius Elster and Hans Geitelproved experimentally that uranium radiation was the same at normal at-mospheri pressure and in a vauum, and also in a mine at the depth of 853meters. These results ontradited the hypothesis of Crookes.9. Ernest RutherfordThe �Philosophial Magazine� for January 1899 arried a paper by ErnestRutherford �Uranium Radiation and the Eletrial Condution Produedby It� [30℄. This thik paper was sent from Cambridge to the editors onSeptember 1, 1898, thus it may be ertain that its author began studyingradioativity muh before that date, probably at the same time as MariaSkªodowska-Curie.In the beginning of his paper Rutherford stated that: �The results ofBequerel showed that Röntgen and uranium radiations were very similarin their power of penetrating solid bodies and produing ondution in agas exposed to them; but there was an essential di�erene between the twotypes of radiation. He found that uranium radiation ould be refrated and



1192 A.K. Wróblewskipolarised, while no de�nite results showing polarisation or refration havebeen obtained for Röntgen radiation.�Rutherford then related his unsuessful attempts to on�rm experimen-tally that uranium radiation ould be refrated and polarised. Sine Be-querel was already well known authority, Rutherford, a beginner, onludedmodestly:�All the results that have been obtained point to the onlusion thaturanium gives out types of radiation whih, as regards their e�et on gases,are similar to Röntgen rays and the seondary radiation emitted by metalswhen Röntgen rays fall upon them. If there is no polarisation or refrationthe similarity is omplete.�In his paper Rutherford reported an important �nding that uranium radi-ation ontained two omponents di�ering in the penetrating power: stronglyabsorbed alpha radiation and penetrating beta radiation. It onvinedRutherford that uranium radiation is more ompliated than it appearedfrom the study by Bequerel. He thus expressed reservation to whether itwas indeed neessary to postulate the existene of new substanes:�It is possible that the apparently very powerful radiation obtained frompithblende by Curie may be partly due to the very �ne state of division ofthe substane rather than to the presene of a new and powerful radiatingsubstane.� 10. Disovery of radiumMeanwhile Maria and Pierre Curie and Gustave Bémont ontinued theire�orts to extrat yet another substane from the pithblende. The disoveryof radium was announed on Deember 26, 1898 [31℄ (the report in �Nature�appeared already on January 5, 1899):�The di�erent reasons whih we have enumerated lead us to believe thatthe new radio-ative substane ontains a new element to whih we proposeto give the name of radium... The new radio-ative substane ertainlyontains a very great proportion of barium; in spite of that, the radioativityis onsiderable. The radio-ativity of radium must therefore be enormous: : :�The disoveries of polonium and radium dispersed earlier doubts on-erning the existene of new elements. Now many physiists deided thatradioativity is an exiting �eld of studies. Bequerel also returned to hisresearh of uranium and on Marh 27, 1899, presented a new paper to theAademy of Sienes. He stated that the intensity of the uranium radiation,as measured by their photographi ation, appeared to be unhanged sineMay 1896; he also announed that the rays do not appear to be apableof refration and polarisation, all attempts to repeat two early experiments



The First Three Years of Radioativity : : : 1193Summary on the new rays in the spring of 1899Property Röntgen Uranium, thoriumrays polonium, radiumraysPenetration throughpaper and aluminium Yes YesPenetration throughheavier metals No NoAtion onphotographi plates Yes YesIonization of air Yes YesRe�etion No NoRefration No NoPolarisation No NoNature ? ?giving positive results having failed. Thus Bequerel withdrew the resultswhih previously aused that the �eld was found little interesting.The following years were full of new disoveries. André Debierne [32℄disovered atinium (results presented to the Aademy of Sienes on Oto-ber 16, 1899). Ernest Rutherford made an important impat on the studyof radioativity by the disovery of thorium emanation (1900) and the �rsttheory of radioative transmutations developed jointly with Frederik Soddy.In 1903 Bequerel and the Curies reeived the Nobel prize in physis.The disoveries of polonium and radium have been ommon ahievementsof Pierre and Maria Curie. As Eve Curie wrote in the well known biographyof her mother [33℄:�We annot and must not attempt to �nd out what should be redited toMarie and what to Pierre during these years. It would be exatly what thehusband and wife did not want. The personal genius of Pierre Curie is knownto us by the original work he had aomplished before this ollaborations.His wife's genius appears to us in the �rst intuition of disovery, the brilliantstart; and it was to reappear to us again, solitary, when Marie Curie thewidow un�inhingly arried the weight of a new siene and onduted it,through researh, step by step, to its harmonious expansion. We therefore



1194 A.K. Wróblewskihave formal proof that in the fusion of their two e�orts, in this superioralliane of man and woman, the exhange was equal.Let this ertainty su�e for our uriosity and admiration. Let us notattempt to separate these reatures full of love, whose handwriting alter-nates and ombines in the working notebooks overed with formulae, thesereatures who were to sign nearly all their spei� publiations together.They were to write �We found� and �We observed�; and when they wereonstrained by fat to distinguish between their parts, they were to employthis moving loution: Certain minerals ontaining uranium and thorium(pithblende, halolite, uranite) are very ative from the point of view ofthe emission of Bequerel rays. In a preeding ommuniation, one of usshowed that their ativity was even greater than that of uranium and tho-rium, and stated the opinion that this e�et was due to some other veryative substane ontained in small quantity in these minerals.�It is di�ult not to agree with an Amerian historian Lawrene Badashwho had this to say on the �rst years of radioativity [34℄:�In early 1898, radioativity was something of a �dead horse� � it wasthere, but no one knew what to do with it. It took not only the disoveryof thorium's ativity, �rst by Gerhard C. Shmidt and then by Marie Curie,but the subsequent disoveries of polonium and radium by the Curies toprodue a sustained renewal of interest. For then it beame apparent thatthis was an atomi phenomenon of great signi�ane.�Papers on radioativity

Based on Max Iklé, Jahrbuh der Radioaktivität und Elektronik, 1, 413-442 (1904)
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